By staking 3 high-potential claims in rich
African gold belts... An unknown company's
quick-production "New Mining Model"...
Could Make Early Investors Filthy Rich
In Just a few short months

Here's how...
Fellow Investor:
While location, location, location is considered the
"golden rule" in real estate...
...it's absolutely vital when it comes to finding stocks that
can beat the market in GOLD MINING.
There is still a ton of smart money waiting on the
sidelines for an undiscovered Gold stock with a market
proof scenario. We have found only one single solitary
stock which fits those criteria. That stock is Centor
Resources (OTCBB:CNTO).
As any geologist will tell you, if you see a senior gold
mining company digging into an area with proven
reserves, it’s a good indication that there's generous
amounts untouched buried deep within the surrounding
areas.

Gold doesn't stop at the boundaries of a map. But the reality is, the big names simply don't have the time
or resources to exploit every vein they come across.

Looking to boost your portfolio? Read on to find out why we believe
CNTO could be the next in a list of high-flying gold stocks:
MineraAndes – up 912% in 26mo

Batero Gold – up 633% in 7mo

Barrick Gold – up 276% in 30mo

Gold Fields – up 290% in 36mo

Randgold Resources– up 413% in 36mo

Goldcorp – up 276% in 30mo

{Source: Yahoo Finance}
For that matter, even a significant discovery won't move the needle much on a global mining
conglomerate with a multibillion-dollar market cap — even though Wall Street brokers will instruct you to
park your money there. (After all, they get paid handsomely to recommend them.)
As an individual investor, the single solitary goal is to make wise decisions for oneself, and not listen to
overpriced brokers and heavily prejudiced analysts. The trick in finding an undiscovered gold play is to
find the smaller companies who've set themselves up alongside "smart neighbors" — which not only
offers the best chance to discover and produce gold, but the best odds for being snapped up by one of
the seniors on news of a big find.
Each way you are practically guaranteed to see profits: Either the stock pops based on their own positive
production, or when it has deep-pocketed suitors bidding up the price.
And, best of all, you've got the satisfaction of having beaten Wall Street at their own game in the
process.

Your Golden Ticket to a Legendary Gold Belt
Junior gold explorer and developer Centor Resources (OTCBB: CNTO) is a textbook example of just
such an opportunity. Their first two mining concessions are located in a longtime hotbed of mining — the
Ashanti Gold Belt in southern Ghana, Africa, more than 200 km in length, with gold occurring in quartz
vein and disseminated type gold deposits; gold-bearing quartz pebble conglomerates; and alluvial
deposits and oxide deposits.
A third agreement, which is so new that the ink's still wet on the contract, is for a claim in the underexplored and highly prospective Kibi-Winneba Gold Belt, just to the southeast, but in a similar strip of
geologically gold-rich terrain.
Portuguese explorers first came to Ghana in the 1400s
to exploit the untold riches of gold. Historically, the vast
majority of gold production came from small streams and
rivers draining areas with underlying oxide and primary
gold deposits. With the advent of more sophisticated
mining techniques in the 20th and 21st centuries,
upwards of 70 million ounces have been brought to
market.
But the Ashanti Gold Belt story isn't one of faded glory.
Today, CNTO's famous neighbors include mining majors
from Newmont Mining (NYSE:NEM) and Gold Fields
Limited (NYSE:GFI) to PMI Gold, AngloGold Ashanti

GHANA:
The NEXT Gold Rush
Industry experts compare current gold
mining opportunities in Ghana to that of
California in the mid-1800s. Political
stability spanning 50 years, relaxed
bureaucracy, rich reserves, solid

(NYSE:AU), and Golden Star Resources. They continue
to extract from proven and provable reserves that could
eclipse the totals of what's already been mined — with
estimates of 80 million ounces or more ready for the
taking.
With Gold “On Sale” at $1350/oz, that’s roughly $108
Billion worth of Gold This is over 3x the GDP for the
country of Ghana alone!

infrastructure and
inexpensive labor
has made gold
concessions in
Ghana among the
most desired in the
world.

In spite of its relatively small size, Ghana is second only
to South Africa in production on the continent, and was
ranked in 2012 by the U.S. Geological Survey as the
10th biggest gold-producing country in the world... producing 2.9 million ounces of gold worth about $4.6
billion last year alone.

CNTO: Not Your Average Junior Mining Approach
There's no question that the Ashanti Gold Belt is as promising as ever. But even supported by an
outstanding "big picture," CNTO represents an unusual and unique opportunity.
As you're surely aware, junior exploration can be risky. They're out there, looking for commercially viable
gold, but it's hardly a sure thing. Many of them are fly-by-nights, trying to make a big find...but they burn
through cash before a single ounce ever comes out of the ground...and leave investors wondering what
the heck happened to their investment.
CNTO is taking a much different approach to their enterprise, which they've coined "The New Mining
Model."
It's a strategy that should appeal to your conservative side, even while your investor side envisions
doubling, tripling or quadrupling your investment. Gold is currently at a bargain-basement sale price.
What do you think will happen to the price of this stock when Gold resumes it’s uptrend back towards
$2000/oz?

Rob McEwen, the founder of Goldcorp, the world's biggest gold
producer, believes gold is ultimately headed for $5,000 an ounce
You see, CNTO isn't just strategically positioned alongside some of the world's most productive miners.
The company was built from the outset to create shareholder value by being self-sufficient in early
project development funding through operating alluvial or surface mining. Within weeks of testing and
identifying promising results in top soils and gravels, they're capable of building the basic infrastructure
and bringing in the heavy equipment — excavators, dozers, loaders, wash plants and dump trucks —
needed to commence production.
It's like mining on steroids — results accomplished within
weeks, as opposed to the junior mining standard of
years.
Behind the scenes, of course, while they generate
income from that "low-hanging fruit," they'll be busy
conducting testing for hard rock deposits within their
properties — and, again, commencing mining as soon
as possible.
Employing this strategy puts the company on course to
independence and capital growth, while developing the

RAPID TIMELINE
CNTO expects to initiate its alluvial
production in the first quarter
2013...while being ready for a big
announcement at any time of a much,
much larger gold score.

project towards the Bankable Feasibility Stage.
More important to you as an investor, rapid gold to
market equals speedy ROI...and resulting benefits to the
share price.

CNTO's Highly Targeted
Approach
The way I see it, CNTO already has 3 ways to win...and that's before they acquire any additional highpotential claims:

Claim #1: CNTO's 40.2-square-kilometer — that's larger
than the city of Paris! — Nobewam Concession is located
adjacent to what may still be the single most prolific mine in
the world: the AngloGold Ashanti mine in Obuasi, Ghana. It is
reported that AngloGold's mine reaches production levels of
1,100 kilos of gold per month, and still has more than 40
million ounces in the ground. A second neighbor is Owere
Mines in Konongo, which has proven reserves of more than 4
million ounces.
Regional geochemistry work was done over the permit area in
the '70s, followed by extensive work involving regolith
mapping, soil geochemical survey and follow up gravity and
aeromag geophysical surveys in the mid-2000s. A 10km by 4km strike anomaly and other shear zones
remain untested on this permit and will be the focus of immediate follow up work
This claim is particularly attractive in that the land owners have prevented free miners (known as
galamseys) to penetrate on the lands. Typically these are primitive, manual prospectors who moved
relatively freely across the country. Since 1989 there has been an upsurge in their numbers who, if left to
operate wherever they wished, could undermine a commercial operation — not an issue for CNTO.

Claim #2: Extensive testing at the company's Ofin River Range Anwona concession, adjacent to an
AngloGold property, has indicated the evidence of substantial alluvial and hard rock gold reserves, more
than 2 grams per ton. Independent appraisals suggest that the alluvial reserves alone at the Anwona
could reach $250 million based on early hard rock test results. Moreover, reserves are expected to far
exceed 1 million ounces of gold — that's worth $1.6 billion based on current market prices.

Claim #3: In late March 2013, CNTO acquired another
claim, a 35.5-square-kilometer concession within the underexplored Kibi-Winneba Gold Belt, a region parallel and to the
southeast of its Ashanti property. While this is the most
prospective of the three, alluvial gold deposits have been
derived from weathering, erosions and transportation of lode
quartz veins and stock works from the Birimian rocks. Bonte
Mine has operated and exploited one of the richest alluvial
deposits, which lie just a few kilometers away from the present
concession area.
During preliminary geological mapping and soil sampling in 2011, the highest gold value from the 400
samples was 1250 ppb, with 150 samples producing gold-in-soil values greater than a threshold value.
The most promising area on the concession is the area along the contact between the granitoids and the
Birimian metavolcanics. Almost all the samples collected from this area yielded gold assay value more
than 10ppb. Next steps will include infilling soil sampling, detailed geological mapping, and trenching,
further pitting and drilling program to systematically investigate all the identified anomalies.

CNTO has got everything in order
to start moving on their claims:
In addition to access to an ample supply of skilled, affordable labor, CNTO's
properties are located near areas with strong mining resources — machine
shops, fabricators, steel suppliers and other provisions — as well as electricity
and transportation access.
All company mining licenses are in good standing with corporate presence in
Ontario, Canada, Accra, Ghana, and Obuasi, Ghana.
You also need to know that CNTO strongly believes in developing strong ties
with the community and its tribal chiefs, or as in Ghana called Nanas. The
company has nurtured the respective Nanas and now benefit with their societal
safeguard. And equally important, they've made a commitment to health,
safety, and environmental stewardship to ensure positioning as a benevolent
partner. That not only puts them in good stead with the locals, but makes the
Ghanaian government and mining folks happy.

How CNTO Can Strike It Rich...And You Can, Too
While CNTO is still in the early stages of its operations, the benefit with such a small stock — currently
just at $0.80 — is that each new announcement has the potential to push share prices higher in rapid
fashion.
The way I view it, there are two possible futures for CNTO — either of which could earn you gains of
200%, 300%, 500% or more on your money...before Wall Street even knows what hit them!

Scenario #1: Senior miners typically scoff at anything
less than 1 million ounces — but a small, nimble
company like CNTO can make plenty of profits from far
smaller deposits. In fact, that's exactly what they're built
to do: Employing their "New Mining Model," they're ready
to get started on harvesting gold from the alluvial
deposits as soon as it makes sense.
Unlike its junior explorer competitors, CNTO has the
know-how and equipment to smelt its own raw gold.
Based on the current worldwide price of gold, the
company determines when to sell to the open market.
When prices drop, the company plans to store its gold in
a secure company-owned facility and retain it there until the price escalates to an acceptable level.
When that happens, the gold will be transported to Accra (Ghana's capital city) or a nearby buyer, where
the company will sell to a reputable government-licensed refinery. As production grows in the future, the
company anticipates redirecting its gold production to Europe, where several well-known refineries have
already been identified — and who are willing to buy at prices higher than currently achievable in Ghana.

Now, mind you, there's every indication that CNTO will execute on its plans to become a mid-tier gold
producer in short order. But with gold demand and prices the way they are, and with reserves tightening
around the world, you also have to consider...

Scenario #2: The other possibility is acquisition of CNTO by one of the senior mining conglomerates.
As you might guess, the most likely acquirers would be other miners located in Ghana — Newmont
Mining, Gold Fields Limited, PMI Gold and AngloGold Ashanti, or possibly even a mid-tier miner with
deep pockets — but with limited ability or finances to do the necessary exploration.

“The majors must buy qualified juniors. They have never been
successful explorers. Reserves of the majors have hit a plateau or
are on the decline.” — Gold Guru Jim Sinclair
Bottom line, CNTO is very much in control of their destiny...and investors make out like bandits either
way.

Solid Management Team
with On-the-Ground
Experience in Ghana

James DiGeorgia -- Internationally
Respected Authority on Energy,
Precious Metals and Large through
Small-Cap Stocks.

When you're investing in gold halfway around the world,
you want the confidence in a management team that will
serve as good stewards of your investment and with the
shareholders' best interests in mind. CNTO has
assembled an outstanding team — not only with
experience in the mining sector, but solid business
backgrounds and significant professional networks.
CNTO management and its advisors are equipped with
cross-platform knowledge that offers insights in
numerous supporting disciplines — and a diversity that
helps the company rapidly adapt to real-world situations
and the challenges of conducting business in Africa.

Director & CEO Joseph Maher has more than 30
years of entrepreneurial experience, including dealings
with Fortune 500 companies and various government
agencies. He has spent significant time on the ground in
Ghana, including management of gold operations. He
recently took on a role within Ghana's mining industry to
reduce the liquid mercury pollution caused by small
scale mining.

Advisory Board Member Shawn Harrison is a
civil engineer with 20 years in mining, construction and
gold plant design/fabrication, including underground
mining project engineer positions in silver and
molybdenum mining in Nevada, Arizona and Montana. In
Ghana, he has designed and overseen the fabrication
of wash plants for both small-scale miners and large
hard-rock concerns.

James DiGeorgia has more than 30 years of
personal experience in precious metals and
energy markets, and has earned an enviable
reputation as a stock picker. Whether it’s
energy, precious metals or tech, James has an
uncanny knack of identifying the next small-cap
stocks before the rest of Wall Street.
In 1991, James accepted the editorship of the
world-renowned and fiercely independent Silver
& Gold Report, a precious metals advisory
service. He became known as a tireless
advocate of individual investors.
James authored The Insider’s Guide to Buying
Gold, Silver and Rare Coins, and was frequently
quoted as an expert in the New York Times,
USA Today, Los Angeles Times, Money
magazine, the Chicago Tribune, and Barron’s,
to name just a few.
Since then, James has founded a family of
successful financial newsletters that includes

Advisory Board Member Noel Neligwa Obedi
possesses a rare combination of Western education
and on-the-ground experience in Africa. As a practicing
field geologist/geophysicist, his diverse experience
includes every aspect from geological mapping and data
compilation and interpretation to soil and stream
sediment sampling. His professional assignments have
taken him from Scandinavia to Africa, during which time
he has worked for prominent companies including
AngloGold Ashanti and Barrick Exploration Africa.

the Gold & Energy Advisor, a monthly newsletter
covering the precious metals, diamond, and
energy markets.
He is also the author of the best selling book
"New Bull Market in Gold: $1,000 Gold and the
Many Ways to Profit from It" and the
"Insider's Guide to Buying Gold, Silver and
Rare Coins."

As Gold Bull Resumes...
So Will the Prospects for Miners
"[T]he escalation of the last two years is about to make a turn for
the better in 2013 and that’s going to enable a lot of companies to
outperform gold."
— Joe Foster, portfolio manager of the Van Eck gold fund
For the foreseeable future, seemingly unending global financial crises will be a driving force in gold
prices. Central banks are buying hand-over-fist. Currency wars are an ever-present threat. As everhigher spiraling debt levels and money printing continue to wreak havoc, the silver lining — or better yet,
the golden lining — is for those who seek refuge in the Midas metal as an insurance asset or store of
value.
Indeed, a survey by Bloomberg in November 2012 forecasted an
average of $1,925 an ounce as of the final quarter of 2013. Individual
projections included:
ScotiaMocatta: $2,200.
BNP Paribas: $1,865
London Bullion Market Association: $1,843
HSBC: $1,850
Deutsche Bank: $2,000
Credit Suisse: $1,840
What's the best way to profit from rising gold prices? Well, each of the
usual methods have pros and cons. Bullion can be a solid choice, but
the downsides are storing them safely and illiquidity when it comes to
sell. (And the commissions are downright painful.) Precious metal ETFs
are more liquid, but they're highly susceptible to manipulation.
The gold majors are easy to trade, but tend to be slow-moving and, as seen in the past few years, far
more susceptible to rising costs and labor shortages. Plus, many of them are subject to political instability
— mining strikes and hostile government regimes — that put many of their mines at risk.
Truly, to leverage your portfolio dollars with the possibility of a fast swing upward, many investors choose
junior miners as their vehicle of choice.
But because they can move in the blink of an eye, it's even more important to understand...

Why You MUST Get into CNTO

Before the Wall Street Herd
Despite large historic production, the discovery rate in Ghana is still increasing. Many multimillion ounce
at-surface open pit discoveries have been made in the last five years — and the next one could happen
at any time...and it could very well be by CNTO.
While gold continues to make headlines, CNTO is simply too small at the moment to make any waves on
Wall Street, which focuses on its larger, more established brethren.
But that's your secret advantage: Wall Street's
ignorance could represent enormous opportunity for
early-in investors.
Gold mining in Ghana could be the best secret in the
game, and CNTO could be your ace in the hole, thanks
to...
Historically productive gold belts — that, while
large, remain significantly untapped with modern
technologies
Location in a country with a developed, politically
stable climate with an investor-friendly,
democratic government

Look at it this way...
You could take $10,000 and buy a
couple of ounces of gold, and make a
few hundred dollars by the end of 2013.
Or you could buy 12,500 shares of
CNTO at $0.80 each...and watch your
money double, triple or more.

The choice is yours.
A savvy management team with more than 100
years of collective mining and business
experience, strong ties to the Canadian and
Ghanaian mining industries, and extensive on-the-ground contacts within their targeted regions in
Ghana
Keep in mind, while CNTO owns three claims in the goldrich regions of Ghana, the company has expressed its
intentions to pursue additional low-risk, high grade gold
sites to ensure its continued growth. With management’s
experience of bringing new mines into production and
several Greenfield properties currently under study, you
can expect CNTO to add future properties to its portfolio
as the projects test out.
The fact is, junior golds can move very fast, and in the
early going, CNTO has all the earmarks of moving faster
than most.
Whether CNTO begins production on alluvial deposits,
makes a significant hard-rock find, or gets bought out by
a larger competitor, the stock price stands to gain
substantially.
CNTO has earned our STRONG BUY rating.
James DiGeorgia
Editor, Gold and Energy Advisor
IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This paid email advertisement by the Gold and Energy Advisor does not purport to provide an
analysis of any company’s financial position, operations, or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Gold and
Energy Advisor, or an offer to sell or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Centor Resources. (hereafter “CNTO”), the company featured in
this issue, appears as paid advertising, Fan Fan Media has paid $300,000 to enhance public awareness for CNTO. Fan Fan owns shares in
CNTO and may sell these shares at any time. Although the information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Gold and
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Exchange Commission website at www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be made only after consulting with a qualified
investment advisor and only after reviewing the financial statements and other pertinent corporate information about the company. Many
states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with www.nasaa.org or call your state
security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. This advertisement is not intended for
readers in any jurisdiction where not permissible under local regulations and investors in those jurisdictions should disregard it. Investing in
securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk, which may result in investors losing all of their invested capital. Past
performance does not guarantee future results. The information contained herein contains forward-looking statements and information within
the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements
Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements featured company. Forwardl-ooking
statements are based upon expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements are made and involve risks and uncertainties
that could cause actual events to differ materially from those anticipated. Forward-looking statements may be identified through the use of
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Any statements that express or involve predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals or future events or performance
may be forwardlooking statements. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, the
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uncertainties that may affect the company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include, but are not
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